
There were Php196m worth of net foreign buying  last Monday, July 23,  in the 
local market, the second of such kind in the last ten trading sessions with   small 
average value turnover of Php4.5bn.  Was  it the beginning of the return of the 
foreign funds or just a shift in mood, anticipative of what could be a strong  sec-
ond quarter GDP growth number,  6.8-7.0% are the emerging forecasts. It’s also 
ahead of  the  August 9 BSP meeting expected to bring about a 50 bps hike geared 
against rising inflation. 

But concerns now swirl not only about overheating risks but also about  talks on 
charter change, the shift to Federalism. Another is a reversal of the previously 
positive rating action by Fitch, citing specific event risks  in Figure 1.  

In terms of strategy, some banks like BPI and Union Bank Trust are already reduc-
ing cash and taking equity position.

In a rising/recovering market (which is how the market looks like last Tuesday, 
a month high), an underinvested fund will underperform while the opposite will 
be true. 

What’s fueling the optimism about the return of foreign funds? 

• EM selldown overdone, way beyond 2008 crisis proportions per BlackRock.

• Global trade war uncertainties likely putting the Fed off track the expected 
hawkish four rate hike this year (no December hike?). 

• And oil coming off highs on talk about US strategic oil reserves as alternative 
global supply source once Iranian exports are taken out of the global market 
by US sanctions plus slower trade leading to reduced oil demand. Saudi Arabia 
is pumping more oil, 2m barrels more. See WTI and Brent benchmarks next. 
(Fig. 3 and 4)

• Philippines’  strong fundamentals are a given.

• Pres. Duterte’s SONA focusing on economic reforms bodes well for the mar-
ket, with TRAIN 2 and rice tariffication certified as urgent bills and their pas-
sage by second half of the year will be cheered by rating agencies.

• Goldman Sachs is now saying a fourth Fed hike in December this year  is 
unlikely. It’s a positive; eases pressure on EM currencies and foreign funds’ 
exit from EM equities markets. That fourth rate hike which hit the headlines 
last June 13 based on the Fed’s dot plot (after an FOMC meet) was key to the 
PSEi’s continued fall last June 14 onwards (See Fig. 2). 

• Another event affecting the currency market and indirectly impacting EM 
equities markets outcomes was Pres. Trump’s attack on Fed’s policy tighten-
ing unduly strengthening the dollar to which the dollar reacted. The Bloomb-
erg dollar spot index (a trade weighted composite index of trading partners’ 
currency values vs USD) has dropped by 0.5% since July 19, while the PHP 
strengthened by 0.2%.

Conclusion. Some major drivers of the local market fall are reversing which 
should help support the market recovery or keep the PSEi from retracing a 
previous bottom below 7,000, at 6,986. 

We expect other favorable developments as catalysts for PSEi’s recovery: an 
aggressive BSP 50bps rate hike. If it comes through, the market will cheer it. 
If not, the market will be disappointed and hugely. It can be a policy error 
that can reverse PSEi’s recovery.
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Figure 1. Fitch Warns about Downgrade

Figure 2. Philippine Stock Exchange

Figure 3. Brent (in USD per barrel)



Second quarter GDP growth and corporate earnings which are showing strong 
results. Philippine Seven, up 19% in net profits. Metrobank, so far, strong 
earnings at 16% growth. 

Figure 4. WTI (in USD per barrel)


